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Reviewer's report:

This article talks about a study of enriching rare disease knowledge by mining electronic health records. Specifically, the authors focused on identifying phenotype-disease association using association run mining technique. They tested on Wilson's disease and Hodgkin lymphoma, and compared the performance of their model against a clinical diagnostic tool called the Phenomizer.

Main limitations

1. There is no detail review of the existing literature. The second paragraph in background section serves as a quick review of some related work. However, only a few work was mentioned, and none of them are directly related to enriching phenotype-disease association. In addition, even though there might not be many related work on phenotype-disease association, there are many existing work on gene-disease association, therefore authors should review these works in order to present the innovations of this article. In addition, the following related work on rare disease are missing in the related work


2. I am not an expert on phenotype-disease association, so my question might be too naive. Is it a strong association between phenotype and diseases, particularly some rare diseases? Why it is important to mine phenotype-disease association for rare diseases? Authors should present clearer motivations for taking this approach.

3. on page 3. this work essentially utilizes the co-occurrence information between a phenotype and a disease for identifying the association. This is a common method in data mining domain, but there usually has a window size of 20 or 50 words to limit the distance between two words when examining their co-occurrence relationship. In this paper, there is no window size, but the whole clinical note is used. I do not know how long a typical clinical note is, but if it is like a normal document, it would be a too large context for identifying co-occurrence relationship based on data mining studies. Therefore, the authors should make it clearer on this aspect, and probably discuss the motivations of using the whole note rather than a window size of clinical note for obtaining co-occurrence relationship.

4. page 6. DCG is a measure designed for modeling relevance scores at multiple grade level (i.e., more than two). If there is just binary relevance, it is actually common to use average precision (AP) to model the quality of the ranked list. AP has the advantage of having maximum value at 1, whereas DCG can increase indefinitely. In addition, current paper does not present the meaning of p in DCG clear enough. Maybe an example to illustrate the idea is better.

5. page 11. The Phenomizer is a generic clinical diagnostic tool, so it can be a baseline, but it should not be the only baseline for comparison. The authors should select from the related work one or several recently published rare disease diagnostic tools to use as baselines. Only through this, it makes sense to claim the innovation of the proposed method.

Overall, this paper have some major flaws that need to be fixed before it can be published.
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